
JEWELRY 

$300 

LOTUS RING & MOD 
PENDANT 
 Each glass marble is created 
with a very small amount           
of your beloved pet         
cremated remains          
within.  
 
Marbles of the               
same size can be                      
interchanged as               
desired.  

$285 

FRAMED PHOTO URN 
Beautifully crafted creating a 
truly lasting memorial to your 
fallen friend.  
 
Urns come with an acrylic   
window which slides out of    
the bottom for picture. Also 
comes with free engraved    
brass name plate.  
 

$130 

BUDDIES URNS 

KEEPSAKE URNS 
These beautiful keepsake urns can hold 
most small pets or your pet’s fur. You 
can also use these to distribute your 
beloved pet’s ashes to several family 
members.  
 
Engraving optional. Many colors are 
available. 4.5” x 4.2” $44.00 

$130 

CLOISONNE URNS  
Each urn takes multiple 
days to handcraft and is 
truly a unique work of 
art.  
 
A personalized touch can 
be added with use of an 
engravable urn pendant.  
 

Create keepsakes of the pets you love and the times you     
want to remember. Three-dimensional Buddies are crafted 
from paw prints, nose prints or hoof prints using the time 
honored process of lost wax casting. The finished pieces       
are ever so touchable, making real our memories at each    
stage of life’s cycle. Items start at around $125 

$80.00 

CONTEMPORARY URNS 
This collection features      
brass urns that are            
handcrafted through a s      
and-casting technique that    
is hundreds of years old.  
 
Due to the nature of         
handcrafting, slight variations 
in color, finish and hand   
engraving may occur.  
 

URNS 

ELITE CAT URNS 
These beautiful urns are a wonderful 
way to memorialize your beloved cat. It 
is made from resin and is handcrafted 
making each product a one of a kind.  
 
Elite Cat Urns come in four colors:  
Sable (as shown in picture), Fawn, 
Black and Tabby.  

$55.00 

MISC. 

PAWPRINTS FRAME 
Simple and classic, our 
pawprints wall frame is a   
favorite with proud pet      
owners. Hand finished               
wood frame comes with           
mess-free impression material 
so making and displaying        
with pet’s pawprint is                 
a cinch.  $35.00 


